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BUSINESS POST LOCKDOWN

A day in the life at Mama Naiga Produce shop, Rehema sorts the groundnut seeds

Pictured above is Rehema who joined our
training program at the Zena Launch pad, in
June 2018, as part of the second cohort.

After saving up, she graduated and launched
her business in August 2020. 
This was right after the 1st Lockdown in
Uganda during the Corona Virus Pandemic.

Rehema was delighted to report that she has successfully paid
the rent; Ug. Shs. 2,800,000, which secures her space for another
year in business. It is said the the first year of business is always
the toughest. Rehema's business has made it to its first birthday! 

This is an impressive milestone especially for a business that
started during the pandemic after the 1st lock down in Uganda.
She has survived 2 lock downs and she is determined to stay.
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CALVING SEASON !

Over the
Lockdown period,
Jennifer has also
acquired 2 more
calfs at a total cost
of Ug. Shs.
900,000!

Her cattle farm is
slowly coming
together.

Jennifer Naigaga, a 2020
graduate, had some good
news to share this
September. 

Jennifer, happily reported
that her cow had finally
calved after the long wait. 
This happened 1 month ago,
in August.

The cow was gave birth late
during the night and
therefore was unattended
but Jennifer adds that both
the cow and calf are alive
and well.

Recently calved cow, feeding on the far left and the 2 newly acquired calves on the right.

Newest addition to the farm; 1 month old calf in rearing pen

Jennifer is positive
that all her cow
needs is some
proper feeding
and care.

With that she can
expect a boost in
milk supply and
start to sell as soon
as possible.

KISA KYA MUKAMA FARM IS GROWING ONE CALF AT A TIME



The Garlic shoots have fully sprouted and the garlic crop is ready for harvest.

ROBINA PREPARES FOR THE NEXT PLANTING SEASON

She was forced to harvest earlier than she should have. Robina
would have otherwise lost her entire harvest because the shoots had
completely dried up and the heads were getting rotten in the
ground.

This meant a harvest with smaller heads of garlic which weighed
less because they had not grown to their full size. 
This harvest therefore, could only fetch a low price. In total she
made only Ug. shs. 50,000 for her harvest.

Robina launched her business in October 2020. She planted her
first batch of garlic in December with plans to harvest in May
2021.
Robina harvested in April 2021, a whole month earlier than she
expected. 
The harvest dried in storage for 2 months until it all sold in June.

Despite all this, Robina has displayed perseverance and proactivity. In May she planted one garlic head from her
first harvest in a nursery bed in preparation for the following season's planting. 
It has flourished to become a bountiful crop of about 20 heads or more. This garlic crop is to be harvested this
September. It will then be stored and dried for about 2 months before the cloves are used for the next season's
planting. 
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Robina shows off her first batch harvest of garlic heads

Much to Robina's
disappointment,
the garlic crop did
not yield much.

This was probably  
due to the
unfavorable soil
and unexpected
harsh weather
conditions early
this year. 1 month old garlic crop at Nakayima & Family Farm



BUSINESS LAUNCH HIGHLIGHTS

JUNE GRADUATES
Faridah Namabya joined
the Zena Launch pad in
2018, as part of the
second cohort. 

She graduated from the
training program in June
this year, and launched a
business that sells
agricultural produce
along Nabirumba road.

Faridah bought a
grinding machine which
she uses to make a
groundnut paste.

Everyday she makes a
groundnut paste from
60kgs of groundnut seeds
sells it in the villages. 

She has hired a cyclist
who moves around the
villages everyday, to
distribute it.  Faridah
reports that ever since
she started, she has sold
every last bit of her
groundnut paste at a
profit, every day! 
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Faridah attends to a customer.

The groundnuts are fed into the grinding machine to make a paste.Faridah sorts the unwanted seeds are sorted from the good ones.

THE CLASSIC PRODUCE SHOP



Since Ziadah launched she has been determined to create multiple revenue streams to secure her business and
financial position. Acting as an agent earns her a commission from the service providers for every mobile money
transaction she facilitates. 
She has decided to supplement this revenue stream by also selling mobile phones and their accessories.  
In addition to this, Ziadah also offers phone charging services to the customers in the community surrounding her. 
Furthermore, Ziadah sells sweet bananas and packed roasted groundnut snacks to her customers who may want a
snack when they come to her shop.
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Ziadah reconciling the records of the transactions made that day.

Pictured below is Ziadah Namatovu, also a June graduate who joined our program as part of the second cohort. 
Ziadah launched her Mobile Money business in July. She has set up shop and is located along Nabirumba road. 

This business offers money transfer services on behalf the service providers; MTN Uganda and Airtel Uganda.
Ziadah acts as an agent who facilitates money transfers on behalf of these service providers, for their customers. This
enables individuals and businesses to carryout financial transactions via mobile phone. 

Ziadah is ambitious and proactive. She started preparing for business launch in April this year. At the time of launch,
she got ill and the government imposed new lock down restrictions. This was a challenging time but Ziadah still
launched as planned and she has powered through ever since.

RAHUMA PRAISE CASHLINK



This poultry house has 3 rooms.  One room will be the brooder for all chicks less than 6 weeks which need heat to
survive. Another room will be the feeder space. The last room has been added for the farmer, where she will stay
to be able to keep a close eye on the progress of her broods and also keep them safe from theft.

Olivia has planned to acquire her first batch of 100 chicks from a known local poultry farmer. 
Since she's a new comer to the business of poultry rearing, to reduce the risk of loss by death of the chicks, Olivia
has decided to start with 1 month old chicks. Newly hatched chicks are very vulnerable and are very likely to die
for one reason or another in the hands of an inexperienced farmer. She will start with this batch while she
continues to learn how the business works. It is expected that by her third batch she will more experienced and
equipped to take on one day old chicks.
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Olivia Nakirya, the final June graduate of the second cohort exited the program and has begun the preparation
process for the launch of her Poultry farm business. Olivia intends to rear layers & broilers commercially for eggs
and meat. She has spent the last 2 months supervising the building process of her poultry house in Nankulyako,
Kamuli. This building is almost complete and should be ready for business by the end of September.

New poultry house Construction in progress.

The lockdown restrictions in Uganda have negatively affected almost every business across the nation in more
ways than one. According to Brookings, research on the impact of Covid-19 on businesses in Uganda has shown
that business activity has actually decreased by half! This has mostly affected micro and small business compared
to medium and large firms. 

The forecast does not look encouraging either; "A majority of micro and small businesses, particularly in the
service sector, predict they will have to close within one to three months if the pandemic persists and current
restrictions are maintained." 

The Zena Launchpad in Kamuli, has supported the launch of new businesses since 2020. This means that these
businesses are only in their first or second year of business and are still operating at a small scale.  

The turbulent effects of the lockdown restrictions have definitely not left us untouched. Although most of our
newly launched businesses have persevered through the unexpected changes, some of our past program members
have suffered and fallen behind on their progress. For these women, we are working with them to help them
recover and rebuild. We have collectively been learning about what it means to persevere and we are standing
behind these women while we forge a way ahead.

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH...

ABIGABA POULTRY FARM



SURVIVING AMIDST THE PANDEMIC

All our past graduates have seen a significant and continuous general decline in sales due to the Covid-19 pandemic
and its effects. Customers' spending patterns have been significantly altered and profits have continued to fall. 
Because of this, we have noticed that many of the ladies, like Susan have decided to supplement their businesses with
the sale of soft drinks like soda and water, or small consumer items like sugar, salt and  cooking oil.
This has created an alternative revenue stream for their businesses. Although this alternative revenue stream has
allowed for a continuous inflow of cash, in most cases it cannot fully cover the costs of the business. It is a short term
solution that only delays the inevitable. We worry that is a distraction from the business' actual problem and that the
entrepreneur is likely to put in less effort in attempting to save her business which needs a boost.  If they are unable
to identify a longterm solution for their business, they are likely to suffer significant loss and even firm closure in the
future. 
It is important that business owners use the temporary buffer that this alternative revenue stream offers, as an
opportunity to change the way they run their business so that they can survive in these changing times.
Together we are working towards longterm solutions like restructuring the existing models so that the businesses
will not only survive but also thrive in this dynamic business environment.
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When Susan (of cohort 2) graduated in
December last year, She launched a
business that sells household and
kitchen items. 

Shortly after, she decided to
supplement her business with the sale
of soft drinks, after assessing the needs
of the customers who surround her. 
Her shop is located near Kamuli sports
field, which populated by mechanics.
They usually need a drink or three on a
hot day. She identified this need and
decided to purchase a juice blender
and fridge. She then started selling
cold soda, water and fresh fruit juice
which she makes herself. She found a
very ready market for fresh juice and
has sold out everyday.

When the second lockdown happened,
and the demand for the items she sold
fell, Susan was found prepared. She
reports, that it is what has helped her
business during this time of low
demand. Even if she did not sell one
item that day, she was sure that she
would make sales on the soft drinks.

Susan makes the day's fresh cocktail fruit juice; a blended mixture of watermelon, pineapple and passion fruits.

L-R; Sandra, Sharon, and Florence at work in their businesses which have continued to report profits since they launched.


